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 (open letter)                                                                    Date: 11th October 2016 

                                  

Dear Mr. President, Obama, 

 

 
We contact you in accordance to a position of the tribe „Standing Rock Sioux“ in order to appeal 

for cancelling the approval to build the oil pipeline in South Dakota. 

According to our information the approval has been released without necessary environmental 

reviews or consulting the tribe community.  

The pipeline is a direct thread for survival, living and water supplies of the tribe „Standing Rock 

Sioux“ who live less than one mile downstream where the piping shall cross the river Missouri and 

there is a risk of spoiling the sacred land of the local community. 

Kindly let us warn you that these pipes are just a tip of an iceberg of drastic worldwide impacts 

of conventional as well as unconventional fossil fuels mining methods (Sand Oil, CSG, UCG etc.) and 

their transport.  

Speaking for the Czech movement called Frack Free World we would like to highlight that the 

coalition STOP HF (against fracking shale gas) in the Czech republic which represents about 500 000 

inhabitants of the Czech republic, does not support an import of LNG to Europe especially gas gained 

by slate fracking. We refuse this method use anywhere in the world. Together with the Frack Free 

World we work on a worldwide legislation ban of using the unconventional methods. 

Fundamentally we also dissociate from the V4 group (Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary and 

Slovakia) letter which invited US government senate (the letter was received by its former head Mr 

Bohner) to remove all barriers for import of the slate fracked gas in its form LNG to the Middle and 

Eastern Europe. 

We would like to point out, Mr. President, that slate fracking as well as other unconventional 

mining methods of fossil sources and their transport, represent one of the current biggest harms for 

the planet which destroy water and climate. According to NOAA up to 12 % of methane comes from 

the slate fields so not only couple of percentage as your administration assume. Therefore USA 

seriously harm not only their own land but significantly participate on destruction of the whole 

planet climate. 

US environmental and climate change politics, however we appreciate such efforts, seems just 

stays in words and misses its effect especially by support of fracking as 500 000 fracking wells for 

slate gas currently exist  just in the USA (70 tons of highly toxic carcinogenic and hormonal disruptive 

mixes are used in one well, not only couple of kilograms as US lobby says). 

Therefore we ask you to revalue US politics regarding unconventional mining methods of fossil 

sources and terminate export of these harmful technologies to other countries. 

Thank you for your better approach to our planet and US local communities which suffer by the 

slate fracking not only losing their water sources but also health condition. 

Therefore we hope that USA will lead by example switching to renewable energy resources. 

 

Jiri Malik, a leader of the national campaign Coalition STOP HF CZ and a member of Frack Free World 

committee. 
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